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ABSTRACT

A systematic approach for dcveloplng and verifying advanced control/ers with potential application to
commercial nuclear power plants is suggested. The central idea is to experimentally demonstrate an
advanced control concept first on an ultra safe research reactor followed by demonstration on a passively
safe experimental power reactor and then finally adopt the technique for improving safety, performance,
reliability and operability at commercial facilities, Prior to completing an experimental sequence, the
benefi:s and utility of candidate advanced controlles should be establi,';hcd through theoretical
development and simulation testing. The applicability of a robust optimal observer-based state feedback
controller design t.,rocessfor Improving reactor temperature response for a TRIGA research reactor, Liquid
Metal-cooled Reactor (LMR), and a commercial Pressurized Water Reactor (PWR) is presented to illustrate
the potential of .',heproposed experimental development concept.

INTRODUCTION

A multiple contmlIer configuration for implementing sn optimal observer.based state feedback control law
is shown in Figure 1, Art embedded output feedback control loop (classical control law) is retained at m
inner layer in order to facilitate the incremental addition of an advanced control application using existing
and established controllers [1], In this configuration, an advanced control algorithm achieves an improved
system characteristic by modification of the demand signal to the embedded classical controller. This
approach has also been shown to be more robust to structured and unstructured uncertainties in comparison
to implementingan advanced controller without the embedded output feedback control loop [2].
Sm_ctured uncertainties are due, for example, to such things as variations in the parameters of the model
used for deslgning the controlIer;, i,e,, variations in heat transfer coefficients, reactivity coefficients, etc.
Unstructured uncertainties are due, for example, to -;z:ng a low order model and/or linear approximation
of the process in the model used for designing the controller, i.e,, unmodeled dynamics. A controller can
be described as robust if it is a linear tit,_eInvariant controller which accomplishes the system design
requirements [3], For the three reactors considered in this paper, TRIGA research reactor, LMR
experimental power plant, and commercial PWR power plant, there are large variations in thermal
hydraulic parameters. While it may be possible to obtain a single robust controller which would be
apfAicable to ali three reactors, overall performance objectives v,ould probably be severely limited. A



more realistic goal of the experimental development concept is to demonstrate that the design process,
itself, is robust; i.e,, by restricting the range of uncertainties to that expected for a specific reactor type,
a robust controller with Improved performance is obtained for each type, Carefully constmctcd
experiments are then n_edcd to validate the robust controllerdesignand design process.

In the remainder of this paper, modeling for controller design and testing of the three rcacto_ is first
described. The robust optimal observer.based controller design process is then summarized and a linear
sensitivity analysis is used to Initially characterize the robustness characteristics of the controllers. Next,
results from nonlinear simulation testing are presented )o demonstrate the potential lmpmvcd temperature
performance of this particular advanced controller. FinaLly, the first phase of actual experimental
demonstration oa the TRIGA research reactor at Penn State and future possibilities arc discussed to
conclude the papea

MODELING FOR TRIGA, LMR, AND PWR ADVANCED CONTROLLER DESIGN

The optimal observer-based controller design and results presented in this paper are l_ascdon point kinetics
and a lumped parameter thermal hyd,"auliemodel summarized in this section. Thi, initial analysis, based
on a simplified model, provides a convenient mechanism to study essemJal controller design
characteristiCS. Before moving to an experimental demonstration ota an LMR or PWR, more detailed
simulation verification to include spatial reactor effects and more sopNsticated them_al hydraulic and
control actuator modeling is requited, The robustness of the PWR. controller presented here has been
demonstrated over the power range of 10 to I00% and ali burnup conditions via applicatlon to a higher.
order spatially dependent PWR simulation using the BgW Modular Modeling System (MMS B&W) [4].
The robustness of the LMR controller has been demonstrated on a much higher-order spatially deperadent

simulation using the Digital Simulator for Nuclear Plants (DSNP) [5].

The point kinetics and lumped parameter model summarized below has been previously described In more
detail in references 1, 2, 4, and 5,
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and

6p = 8Pr + (_f (Tr'Tr0) . _ (TI'TI0)/2 + _c (Te'Te0)/2 ; (6)

where

n - neutron density (neutrons per cre3),

nr _ n/n 0 neutron density relative to density at rated power,
n o B neutron density at rated power,
G - number of delayed neutron groups,

ci - density of delayed neutronprecursor group I (atoms per cre3),
eri = ci/¢i0 precursor group t density relative to density at rated power,
c o ,, density of delayed neutron preeumor group I at rated power,

k- 1 Ak
8p ,

k = "_ --" reactivity,

k u k e f f m effective neutron multiplication factor,
A m effective prompt neutron lifetime in seconds (s),

%i " radioactive decay constant (s"l) of delayed neutron precursor group i,
[3i B fraction of fissions that produce a delayed neutron precursor In group i,

G

T_ e averagereactorfueltemperatureCC),
T1 _m average_mpermum ofcoolantleavingthereactorQC),

Te ,_ average temperature ofthe coolant entering the reactor (°C),
P0 '_ power level at rated conditions (megawatts - MW),
f f = fraction of reactor power deposited irt fuel,
I.tf -- total heat capacity of fuel and structural material (MW see/°C),
l.tc - total heat capacity of the reactor coolant (MW see / °C),
fl [] heat tramfer coefficient between fuel and coolant (MW/°C),

ra [] mass flow rate times heat capacity..of the coolant (MW/°C),
8pr m reactivity due to the control rod "_),

z r [] control rod speed (fraction of ¢o_ length per second),
is the total reactxvity of the rod ._,Gr Ate.

¢zf n, fuel temperature reactivity coefficient _kk'!au°C)'
(xc ,= coolant temperature reactivity coefficient _ / "C),
Tf 0 = initial fuel temperature (°C),
T!0 " initi',d coolant tempcrat' _ leaving the reactor (°C),
and

Tc0 m initiM coolant temperature entering the reactor CC),

This paper compares the optimal controller design of the three reactor types for a Single-Input Single-
Output problem (SISO), (Extension of this controller design technique to a Multiple-Input Multiple
Output (A,IIMO)case has been successfully conducted for the LMR [5],) Equations I to 6 logically
provide for two inputs (control ted speed z r and reactor inlet temperature Te) and two outputs (reactor
power n r and coolant temperature leaving the reactor 7'1), In this paper, inlet temperature is taken to be
a constant which leaves the control rod speed variable as the single input Reactor power is taken to be
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thesingleoutputandcoolanttcmixmtufcmcasurcmcntsarenotusedby thecontroller.Thecontroller
dcsignIsalsobasedonaneffectiveonedelayedneutrongroupmodelandthesensitivityandnonlincar
simulationanalysis,presentedlater,includetheeffectofapplyingtheoned'_laycdneutrongroupcontrollcr
toplantsimulationswithall6delayedneutrongroups,Withthesercstdctiom,themodcluscdtocalculate
gainsoftheobserver-basedstatefeedbackcontrollerisreprescntcdbythefollowinglinearstatespace
rcprcscntatlon

$C=kx + BU,
(7)

y= CX

wherethestatex,outputy,andcontrolu vectorsarc

x= CSnr _cr _T£ 8T1 8prlT, y= C_nr], and u= [zr]. (8)

The symbol 8 indicates the deviation of a variable from an equilibrium v2ue; e,g.,
8n r (t:) =nr (t;) -rtr0. The A, B, and (2 matrices in the state space representation are

h, ,

-_3/A _31A nr0cxf/A nr0Otc/2A nr0/A 0

X, -;. o o o o

A = ffP0/_f 0 -_l_f _/2_f 0 , B = 0 ,

(l-ff)P0/gc 0 _/_c -(2M+f2)/2_t¢ 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 G_.

(_)

 --I ooo o3,
L _I

whcre

;i. _, cffcctivcone.delayedneutronprecursorradioactivedecayconstant(s'i),

and

nz.0 ,illhcrelativeneutrondensityatanequilibriumcondition.

Table I summarizes the model parameters used in this paper for each reactor type. The Pcnn State TRIGA
research rca,:tor is a pool type reactor cooled solely by natural circulation and designed for steady
operation at IMWt, The Penn State TRIGA is also a pulsing reactor and can be pulsed to :2000MWt via
ejection of _acontrol rod from the reactor, The dynamics of the TRIGA coolant temperature can be
ignored as a first approximation. There are no entries for P'c' M, and ctc in Table II for the TRIGA and
coolant exit t :mpcrature is effectively assumed to be a constant (T1='Pe)" The data tabulatcd for a PWR
is a Three Mile Island type reactor at full power middle of cycle conditions [:2]. The data tabulated for
an LMR is fo_rEBR-II Mark III fuel design [5],
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ROBUST OPTIMAL CONTROLLER DESIGN

The observer-basedcontrollerinFigureI isconstructedwiththeapproximateone.delayedgroup
representation while retaining the nonlinear structure of equation 1. The state feedback gains are applied
as indicated in Figure 1 to modify the demand signal to the embedded cIassical control loop. The observer
gains are applied to correct the dynamics of the nonlinear observer differential equations in the same
manner as a Luenberger Observer corrects the dynamics of a linear observer [4],

Optimal state feedback gains F are calculated using the linear quadratic regulator approach in order to

minimize the following optimal control performance objective function at 100% power (nr0=l)

J(zr) = qf STf + ql _T1 + r zr dt (i0) ....

0

subjecttothelinearstateequationconstraintgivenby(7),Theweightingfactorsonreactortemperatures,

qf and ql tn (10), effectively yield an optimal controller to vary the reactor power, which is not
penalized, while tightly contro_ing the reactor temperatures, Since instantaneous values of reactor
temperatures determine the structural integrity of the reactor core, more so than the instantaneous value
of reactor power, specifying control performance objectives on temperature states ts merc direct In

achieving desirable system response. The state feedback gains v m and Fm are defined to account for the
embedded classical controller using the following formulas

Gc - gain of embedded classical controller,

Fm =C + F/Gc
(11)

Vm --V/G c

The optimalobsen,crproceduredescribedinreference2 isusedtocalculateobservergains.Thelinear
quadraticregulatorapproachIsusedtocalculatetheobservergainsL forthedualsystemAT CT with

penaltiesQo andrO. Thediagonalelcmen_offilematrixOo ,qii, areselectedasthesquareofthe
correspondingstatefeedbackgainvectorelement;i,e.qii=fi'fi' Theoffdiagonalelementsareset
toO, The scalarpenaltyro Isselectedaslargeaspossibleso longas theclosedloopsystem
demonstratesgoodrobustnesstoexpecteduncertainties,TableIIsummarizesthecontrollerandobserver
penaltyfunctions,gains,andnominalplantopenandclosedpolcsforallthreereactortypes,

LINEAR SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS

Sclectlon of the performance index J (,) for the controller and observer ts critical for achieving a robust
control design because it also has a direct bearing on the location of the closed-loop poles and their
sensitivity to uncertainties. As uncertainties arc considered between the plant and observer model, the
closed-loop polcs of the combined system arc affected. In the analysis presented here, the unstructured
uncertainty associated with using a controller based on one.delayed group to control a 6 delayed neutron
plant is assessed along with the structured uncertainty due to maneuvering the reactor power in the power
range of 10 to 120%. The parameter taro of (9) is due to the Iinearization of the non-linear model about
an equilibrium power level. Variation of this parameter from the design value (rtr0--1.0), while holding
the controller and observer gains fixed at the optimal values computed for the nr0=:l, case, thus permits



cxamlnatlonof the major nonlineareffect of reactorkineticsas a structureduncertaintyin the linear state
space representationof a robust controllerdesign.

Theeigenvaluesof the observer-basedstate feedbackcontrollerapplied to a higherorder plant slmuIation
with 6 delayedneutrongroups ts shownin Figure 2 as the parameternr0 Isvaried from 0,1 to 1,2(10%
to 120% power) for each reactor type. Figure 2 is similar to a root locus s.plane presentationand is
describedIn more detail in reference2, The first thing to note haFigure 2 ts that the dynamics at 100
percent power are shifted from the closed-looppoles reported ha Table II for the nominal controller
models. This shift is due to the introductionof theunstructuredunccnaintTrepresentedby the application
to the 6 delayed neutron group plant simulation, As the parameter nr0 is varied, the dominant
eigenvaluesare shiftedsome more, The dominanteigenvaluesfor the LMR and PWR case remain well-
damped at all power levels in the range of 10 to 120%.

In Figure 2, the TRIGAreactor case indicatesa poorer characteristicto the power level changes than the
LMR andPWR case but still maintains the dominant closedpoles with a damping ratio larger than 0,7,
The other Interestingaspectof the TRIGAreactor case Is that the dominant poledue to the observer has
a dampingratio comparableto the damping ratioof thepole due to the state feedback. The poles due to
the observersIn the LMR and PWR case have a dampingratiogreater than thedampingratio of the poles
due to the state feedback,

Anothermajor aspectof the sensitlvity analysispresented in Figure 2 is that the t2meresponse indicated
by the dominantclosed loop poles of the LMR case are considerablyslowedin comparisonto the time
response indicatedby the open loop poles in Table I. An LM'R closed loop response which is only
slightlyfaster than the closed loop PWR responsets predicted. In fact, comparingthe magnitudeof the
closed-loopdominanteigenvalues indicatedin Figure2, the closed-loopLMR at I0% power is nearly the
same as the PWR at 100%power and the PWR at 10% power approachesthe TRIGAreactor case.

/

NONLINEARSIMULATION VERIFICATION

The linear sensitivityanalysisof the previous sectionis an initial assessmentof controllercharacteristics,
Time domain simulationof the closed loop system under uncertaintiesis an essentialstep in evaluating
an advancedcontrollerdesign, "l"hetime responseof the nonlinearmodel with 6 delayed neutrongroups
controlledby the observer.basedstate feedbackcontroller is given in Figure.s3 to 7, Figure 3 showsthe
averagefuel temperature'rf responseof each reactorto a step change in powerlevel from 100%to 90%
power, A normalizedtemperature scale is used to more readily comparethe time scale of the response
between reactor types; the temperature scale is relative to Lhcinterval from the fuel temperature at 0%
power to fuel temperatureat 100%power. Relattve temperatureat an equilibriumconditionis thus equal
to rtr0 foreach reactortype, Figure 3a shows the temperatureresponseof daeclassicalcontrol only mode
of Figure 1 (switch at positionA) where theplant output nr is simplysubtractedfrom the demandsignal
n d and multipliedby the classical controllergain Gc to set the manipulatedvariable,control rod speed
z:t:. As shouldbe expectedby examiningthe relativedifferencehathe magnitudeof the open loop poles
in Table II, the TRIGA reactor classical controltemperature response is the slowestto respond and the
LMR,reactor temperatureresponseis the fastest to respond, The PWR responseis betweenthe TRIGA
and LMR. responses. The classical,control LMR, temperature response also indicates a noticeable
overshootof the new equilibrium relativetemperatureof 0.9, This characteristicis due to the relatively
small temperaturereactivity feedback and associateddamping effect in the LMR comparedto the other
reactors. Figure 3b shows that the optimal observer.basedcontroller (switch of Figure 1 at position B)
achievesa noticeablyfaster temperature responsewith no overshootsfor each reactor, The improvement
is mostdramaticfor theTRIGA reactor which hasthe slowest respondingfuel temperature, An important
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characteristic for the faster responding LMR is that the optimal controller actually eliminates the
temperature overshoot that occurs with the classical controller. Figure 4 shows how the optimal controller
achieves the improved temperature response by appropriately ddving the reactor power, For t.heTRIGA
reactor, a large overshoot approaching 70% power is required, For the PWR a modest overshoot to
approximately 88% Is required, The LMR power is driven quickly towards the external demand of 90%
and asymptotically approaches the new equilibrium power level. In the classical control response, the
LMR power actually overshoots the demand level while the PWR. and TRIGA reactor power response Is
overdamped, Figure 6 presents the corresponding control rod speed response for the step change transient
to 90% power. The optimal controller requires an initially larger control effort in comparison to the
classical control approach, Although, a smaller control effort can be obtained by Increasing the penalty
r tn the optimal controller performance index (113),tt is recommended that a smaller centro1 effort be.
enforced through a hardware limit on control rod speed, In that approach, the optimal control rod speed
respor,se approaches an on-off control action which still achieves an improved temperature response [1],

Figures 7 and 8 prescott the classical and optimal controller temperature perfom_ance at 50% and 10%
powers using a step change In demand transient from 40% to 50% and 20% to 10% respectiveIy, As can
be seen, the optimal control response Is well-damped as predicted by the linear se_itlvity analysis but the
performance Improvement Is not as dramatic as near fl_e 100% power condition for which optimal
controller gains were determined, The TRIGA reactor temperature response is still noticeably Improved
in comparison to the classical control cases, The PWR reactor temperature response Is somewhat
improved and the LM& optimal control temperature response at 50 and 10% power is actually slower
while the temperature overst_GOtof the classical control ts still eliminated,

The linear sensidvity analysis of Figure 2 only indicates the required stability robustness characteristics
of the controller for the 10 to 100% power range. Performmce robustness of the controller Is not achieved
as well over the full power range with the controller designed for full power conditions, Controller gain
scheduling with a time varying performance index can be used to achieve stability and performance
robustness for the full _wer range when using the observer.based state feedback controller [4].

CONCLUSION AND SUMMARY

The application of a robust optimal control design procedure for :3 different reactor types has been
demonstrated via simulation, For this particular controller, it has also been shown that the design for a
commercial PWR core tSsomewhere between that of the TRIGA research reactor and the Experimental
Breeder Reactor EBR-II, This characteristic of a TRIGA reactor and EBR-II to envelope the controller
design process leads us to conclude that an enhanced experimental program involving the TRIGA research
reactor and EBR-II provides opportunity to experimentally deveJop and verify power reactor advanced
controlle_, The availability and safety of a TRIGA and EBR.II also offers more flexibility in conducting
a broader range of experiments which could be conducted earlier than could be accomplished at a
commercial facility, An initial experiment tOdemonstrate the observer-based state feedback controller has
already been accomplished on the Penn State TRIGA reactor [6] and a complete set of experiments over
the full power range of the TRIGA will be completed in 1992, Other advanced control concepts are also
under development for reactor control applications and are in various stages of development and
simulation testing to characterize their _ssible benefit, Fuzzy logic [7] and neural network [8] control
have been examined to achieve robust optimal control with both stability and performance robustness over
a wide power range. Furthennore, by predesigning a set of these advanced controllers for specific
anticipated faultcd conditions, intelligent control teclmiques [9,10] could also be employed to perform on-
line rcalqime diagnostics [11], learning, and decision making that chooses the best controller or sequence
of controllers to accommodate actual faulted conditions.
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An cstabllsl_ed experimental sequence, first with the ultra.safe TRIGA research reactor then with the
passively safe EBR-II, is suggested for better identifying advanced techniques and their benefits for
commercial nuclear power plants.
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TABLE I. Simplified Model p.arameters

TRIG__A :_V_ .... LMR_: .TRIGA PWR LMR

_1 3.0135 3,15 3,87 A 3,8X10"5 2,0X10"5 2.4X10"7
_'2 1,1362 1,19 1,4 k 0,10 0.150 0,075

k 3 0.3013 0,3125 0,311
k 4 0,1140 0,1165 0,115 r o 1, 2500, 62.5
_'5 0,03051 0,0307 0,0317 ff 1, 0,92 0.9997
_6 0.01244 0,01255 0,0127 gf 0,05 26,3 0,20
131 0,0002940 0,0002765 0,00022199 lte, 71,8 0,065
132 0,0008049 0,000821 0,000944 f_ 0,002 6,6 0,686
_3 0,002765 0,0023495 0,0026955 M _ - 102, 0,613
[34 0,001372 0,0011405 0,0012429 Gr 0,0069949 0,006019 0.00670271
135 0,001528 0,001257 0,0013669 ttf -5,18X10"5 -3,24X10 "5 -3.175X10 "6
[36 0.000231 0.0001745 0.00023142 a c -2.13XI0 "4 "1,078X10"5

0.0069949 0,006019 0,00670271 Te 20 290 371

T__ABLEII Controller Design parameters, Gains, and Nominal Plant Pole Locations

Controller & Observer DcsiR',nparamete_ Open.L0or_Poles (ci_:envaluesof A__._
TRIGA PWR. __L.MR. _-TRIGA PWR ....LMR

qf 0.0I 0.01 0,01 -184, -301. -27900,

ql ...... 0,1 0,1 -0,094+0.078j -1.37 -15,9
r 1000, 1003, 1000, -0,094-0,078j -0,74 -2,3

r o 100000 100000, 10000. -0.12 -0.0098
Gc 0,90 0,50 0,15 0, O. O,

State Feedback Gains F= [fl .... ,f51 Nominal Feedback Poles (ei_envaluc._pfA-,:BF
TRIGA PWR LM'R TRIGA _pWR -_ LMR

fl -0,000191 -0.000204 -010000i41 '-184, -301. -27900.
f2 ,.0,185 -0,238 -0,815 -0,18+0,18 -1.37 -15,9

f3 -0.000830 ,0,000314 -0.00106 -0,18-0.18 -0.53+0.12j -2.03
..... +0.000706 -0,000155 -0,53-0.12j -1.11f4

f5 -37.9 -58,2 -132 -0,097 -0,15 -0.075

Observer Ga!ns .r.,=[X1 ' ' • 1_ Nominal Ob._erverPoles (eigenvalues of A- re'
TRIGA PWR L_ TRIGA P_ LMR.

11 16,4 28,8 I97, -183, -299. "27900,
12 0,099I 0.149 0.075 .17,2 -30,8 -197.
13 19,9 86,2 307. -0.10 -1.5 -16,1
14 2,91 15,6 -0.241 -2,0
15 0,120 0,184 1,32 -0.04 -0,15 -0,075
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Figure 1. State Feedback Assisted Classical Control Co1_gumtion: an Optimal State Feedback
Obscrver-Ba_od Controller for Improving Tempcral ure Response of Nuclear Reactors.
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Figure2,Closed-loopObserver-BasedControllerDominantEigcnvalueSensitivitytothePowerLevel
Range of 10 to 120% at 10% intervals for an LMR, PWR, and TRIGA Rcscarch Reactor.
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Figure 3, Cl_sical (a) and O_odmalControl (b) Temi_rature Rcs_nsc to a StepChangein Demandfrom
100 % to 90% Power for ThreeReactorTypes: LMR, PW'R,andTRIGA ResearchRcacto;,
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Figure S, Cla.ssica.I(a) and Optima! (b) Control Rod Speed Response Corresponding to tile Tempcrn(urc
Response Shown in Figure 3 for a Step Change in Demand from 100 to 90% Power.
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Figure 6, Classical (a) andFull Power Optim_ Controller Dcsign (b) Reactor Tcmpcral.urc Responso for
ii Step Changc in Demand from 40 to 50% Powcr.
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Figure7, Classical(a)andFullPowerOpdmalConwollcrDesign(b)ReactorTcmp,craturcRespOnsefor
'_. a StepChan_c inDemand l'rom20 to I0_/ol_ow'er.






